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Migration and Identity 2017-07-12

the theme of migration and identity is of special concern at a time both of massive worldwide migration and of apparently intensifying national ethnic and racial conflicts problems of migration and the
resulting reconfigurations of social identity are fundamental issues for the twenty first century this volume spans the whole complex global web of migratory patterns with contributions linking
africa asia australia europe north and south america without losing the particularities of local and personal experience this paperback edition in the memory and narrative series explores these issues
and the sustaining or abandoning of memory and identity as people move between fundamentally different cultures in a number of recent social settings from a number of methodological perspectives these
focused case studies offer glimpses into the interior migration experiences into the processes of constructing and reconstructing identity without forgetting that both theoretically and empirically the
problem of identity is complex and multifaceted all of the essays rely heavily on oral history and personal testimony highlighting the experience of individuals and small groups without ignoring the
tension that exists between the local and the global memories of oppression or totalitarianism are one of the driving forces behind some of these migrations and the transmission of memories and myths
between family generations is one of the ways in which migrations are interpreted in looking both backward and forward migration and identity offers an acute view of migratory patterns and their impact
on the newcomers and the local cultures it will be of interest to cultural and oral historians and researchers of concerned with migration and integration

Migration and Identity 2017

the theme of migration and identity is of special concern at a time both of massive worldwide migration and of apparently intensifying national ethnic and racial conflicts problems of migration and the
resulting reconfigurations of social identity are fundamental issues for the twenty first century this volume spans the whole complex global web of migratory patterns with contributions linking
africa asia australia europe north and south america without losing the particularities of local and personal experience this paperback edition in the memory and narrative series explores these issues
and the sustaining or abandoning of memory and identity as people move between fundamentally different cultures in a number of recent social settings from a number of methodological perspectives these
focused case studies offer glimpses into the interior migration experiences into the processes of constructing and reconstructing identity without forgetting that both theoretically and empirically the
problem of identity is complex and multifaceted all of the essays rely heavily on oral history and personal testimony highlighting the experience of individuals and small groups without ignoring the
tension that exists between the local and the global memories of oppression or totalitarianism are one of the driving forces behind some of these migrations and the transmission of memories and myths
between family generations is one of the ways in which migrations are interpreted in looking both backward and forward migration and identity offers an acute view of migratory patterns and their impact
on the newcomers and the local cultures it will be of interest to cultural and oral historians and researchers of concerned with migration and integration provided by publisher

Europe, Migration and Identity 2015-10-14

this volume explores connections between migration studies and research in the history of europeanization and europeaness areas which have generated much interest in recent years beyond histories of
european political integration and the intellectual and elite movements that have supported this process scholars increasingly pay attention to the constructed nature of europeaness and european
identities and to the multiplicity of ways in which this construction happens migrants can be a particularly useful lens on europeanization processes as they provide a perspective from the periphery in
two ways by providing a view literally from the outside as in the case of those who left the continent or by providing a view from the margins of the european societies within which they live the
collection asks what europe meant to migrants abroad particularly within the transatlantic context and within the continent during the twentieth century contributions from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives reflect both on the broader historical context and theoretical implications and highlight specific cases such as those of european labor migrants to the united states of transatlantic
exiles and �migr�s of latin american immigrants in present day europe as well as the experience of highly skilled migrants within the context of the european union can we trace the emergence of european
identities among different groups of migrants and if so what forms did they take this book was originally published as a special issue of national identities

Museums, Migration and Identity in Europe 2016-03-09

the imperatives surrounding museum representations of place have shifted from the late eighteenth century to today the political significance of place itself has changed and continues to change at all
scales from local civic regional to national and supranational at the same time changes in population flows migration patterns and demographic movement now underscore both cultural and political
practice be it in the accommodation of diversity in cultural and social policy scholarly explorations of hybridity or in state immigration controls this book investigates the historical and
contemporary relationships between museums places and identities it brings together contributions from international scholars academics practitioners from museums and public institutions policymakers
and representatives of associations and migrant communities to explore all these issues

Identity and Migration in Europe: Multidisciplinary Perspectives 2014-11-24

this book addresses the impact of migration on the formation and transformation of identity and its continuous negotiations its ground is the understanding of identity as a complex social phenomenon
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resulting from constant negotiations between personal conditions social relationships and institutional frameworks migrations understood as dynamic processes that do not end when landing in the
host country offer the best conditions to analyze the construction and transformation of social identities in the postcolonial and globalized societies searching for novel epistemologies and
methodologies the research questions here addressed are how identity is negotiated in migration processes and how these negotiations work in contemporary multiethnic europe this edited volume brings
to the field a novel convergence of theoretical and empirical approaches by gathering together scholars from different countries of europe and the mediterranean area from different disciplines and
backgrounds challenging the traditional discipline division

Migration, Citizenship and Identity 2017-06-30

stephen castles provides a deeper understanding of recent migration crises in this fascinating and highly topical work the book links theory and methodology to real world migration experiences with a
truly global perspective and in depth analysis of the links between economics migration and asylum and refugee issues

Return Migration and Identity 2010-11-01

the global trend for immigrants to return home has unique relevance for hong kong this work of cross cultural psychology explores many personal stories of return migration the author captures in
dozens of interviews the anxieties anticipations hardships and flexible world perspectives of migrants and their families as well as friends and co workers the book examines cultural identity shifts and
population flows during a critical juncture in hong kong history between the sino british joint declaration in 1984 and the early years of hong kong s new status as a special administrative region after
1997 nearly a million residents of hong kong migrated to north america europe and australia in the 1990s these interviews and analyses help illustrate individual choices and identity profiles during this
period of unusual cultural flexibility and behavioral adjustment nan m sussmanis an associate professor and chair of psychology at the college of staten island city university of new york sussman
effectively weaves together themes about migration and remigration from such diverse sources as arts and literature history sociology and her own discipline of psychology this book will make an
excellent contribution to research on acculturation cross cultural transition and adaptation identity and migration colleen ward victoria university of wellington

Migration, Diaspora and Identity 2013-10-07

framed in relation to diaspora this collection engages with the subject of how cultural difference is lived and how complex and shifting identities shape and respond to spatial politics of belonging
diaspora is understood in a variety of ways which makes this an eclectic collection of papers authors use various theoretical frameworks to explore diverse groups of people with a variety of
experiences in a wide range of settings they are making sense of the experiences of women and men from a range of ethnic backgrounds negotiating identities through family work and education the micro
dynamics of the everyday offer an evocative bottom up means of understanding the tensions implicit in living multiple belongings the common thread for the collection comes from the glimpses these
authors provide into the remaking of our globalized world the aim is to shed light on racism dislocation and alienation on the one hand and on the other hand to consider how the complex power
relations within the everyday mediate a sense of resistance and hope the papers are arranged around four themes 1 multiple belongings 2 representing a way of being 3 sexualised identifications and 4
marriage and family

Migration and Identity in a Post-National World 2015-12-04

katherine tonkiss offers a succinct account of constitutional patriotism theory specifically arguing that it involves a commitment to free migration she draws on qualitative research to explore the
implications of this claim for the dynamics of post national identity and belonging in local communities

Religion, Migration and Identity 2016-09-22

in religion migration and identity scholars from various disciplines explore issues related to identity and religion that people individually and communally encounter when affected by migration dynamics
the volume foregrounds methodology as its main concern

Black Women, Writing and Identity 2002-09-11

black women writing and identity is an exciting work by one of the most imaginative and acute writers around the book explores a complex and fascinating set of interrelated issues establishing the
significance of such wide ranging subjects as re mapping re naming and cultural crossings tourist ideologies and playful world travelling gender heritage and identity african women s writing and
resistance to domination marginality effacement and decentering gender language and the politics of location carole boyce davies is at the forefront of attempts to broaden the discourse surrounding
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the representation of and by black women and women of colour black women writing and identity represents an extraordinary achievement in this field taking our understanding of identity location and
representation to new levels

Anthropology and Migration 2003

brettell s new book provides new insight into the processes of migration and transnationalism from an anthropological perspective she analyzes macro and micro approaches to migration theory utilizing
her extensive fieldwork in portugal and many other countries key issues she discusses include immigrant incorporation vs assimilation models the impacts on individual household and community as well as
institutions and states ethnic group composition illegal immigration city vs suburban enclaves ethnic entrepreneurship the role of religion men and women as migrants and the use of oral histories in
understanding immigration and the mediation of new social boundaries this book will be indispensable to instructors and researchers in anthropology race and ethnic studies immigration studies urban
studies sociology and international relations visit our website for sample chapters

Transnational Migration and the Politics of Identity 2005-11-05

papers presented at the international conference on women and migration in asia held at new delhi in december 2003

Approaches to Migration, Language and Identity 2021-11-25

this book foregrounds the use of different methods for the study of migration language and identity it brings together studies from fields such as ethnology linguistics literature and religious studies
the scenarios investigated range from czech german language contact in nineteenth century vienna to eritreans living in the present day america and also include studies of migrants in the ruhr valley in
germany far right discourse in italy yugoslavian and tunisian migrants in switzerland racializing discourses in brexit britain and identity assignation of palestinian dancers the volume thus displays a
wide array of scenarios linked to language migration and identity as well as a variety of predominantly qualitative methods that have been applied from different disciplinary perspectives

Boundaries within: Nation, Kinship and Identity among Migrants and Minorities 2017-04-20

this volume investigates the relationship between migration identity kinship and population it uncovers the institutional practices of categorization as well as the conducts and the ethics adopted by
social actors that create divisions between citizens and non citizens migrants and their descendants inside national borders the essays provide multiple empirical analyses that capture the range of
politics debates regulations and documents through which the us them distinction comes to be constructed and reconstructed at the same time the authors reveal how this distinction is experienced
reinterpreted and reproduced by those directly affected by governmental actions this perspective grants equal attention to both the logics of national governmentality and the myriad ways that
individuals and collectivities entangle with categories of identity featuring case studies from countries as varied as the netherlands french guiana south tyrol eritrea and ethiopia new york city italy
and liangshan china this book offers unique insights into the production of identity boundaries in the contested terrain of migration and minorities it outlines how the process of producing national
identity is enacted not only through impositions from above but also when individuals themselves embody and deploy identities and kinship bonds more so than lines of division boundaries within are
understood as an ongoing process of identity construction and social exclusion taking place among the various actors levels and spaces that make up the national fabric

Identity, Belonging and Migration 2008

the emergence of new kinds of racism in european societies referred to variously as euro racism cultural racism or in france as racisme differential has been widely discussed by citizens and scholars alike
while these accounts differ there is widespread agreement that racism in europe is on the rise and that one of its characteristic features is hostility to migrants refugees and asylum seekers migrant voices
aims to provide a new understanding of the social political and historical forces that marginalize these new others culminating in an investigation of the narratives of day to day life that produce a
culture of everyday racism

Language, Identity and Migration 2015-11-18

this volume presents a collection of the latest scholarly research on language migration and identity it includes research conducted within both established and emerging methodological frameworks
and explores a wide range of contexts and geographical locations from the language classroom to the migrant experience and from ireland to eritrea
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Language, Space and Identity in Migration 2013-11-08

this book explores both theoretical and practical issues of language use in a migration context using data from a german urban immigrant community in canada through this transcontinental perspective
the book makes a new contribution to the literature on both language and identity and language and globalization

Language, Migration and Identity 2016

stories of identity reflects on the way that migration affects personal identity and offers educators and students resources to examine this migration through methods of storytelling it shares the
experiences of immigrants in america and europe from the individual to the collective through memoirs journalistic accounts and interviews the book uses stories about family and upbringing faith and
doubt religion school and community history and scholarship interviews with young people and meditations from novelists and authors including author jumpa lahiri the namesake ed husain the islamist
eboo patel founder of the interfaith youth core and many more these experiences reflect a recent and global phenomenon where identity and citizenship are challenged by the greater blurring of national
boundaries exploring the stories of young migrants and their changing communities stories asks readers to reflect on the fluidity of identity

Generations of Change 2004

migration trauma culture and finding the psychological home within is an in depth study of eastern european migration to the united states in presenting the clinical case studies of eastern european
migrants seeking long term psychoanalytic treatment grace conroy pays particular attention to pre migration history inner culture and early psychological development conroy details what is
happening in the psyche of migrants who are in the process of integrating into new cultures ultimately exploring the details and nuances of psychological struggles and transformations of the
migratory process

Stories of Identity 2008

focuses on the changing nature of the security agenda in post cold war europe this text analyzes the various conflicting trends of europeanization and migration and considers the wider implications of
these processes for security in the former soviet union and the middle east

Migration Trauma, Culture, and Finding the Psychological Home Within 2016-09-02

this book is an ethnographic and sociolinguistic study of uzbek migrants in the capital city of uzbekistan the ethnographic details of the book represent post soviet urban realities on the ground where
various forms of belonging clash and kinship ties are reinforced within social safety networks theoretically it challenges the existing theories of identity and identification which often considered the
relations between we and them taking the we for granted the book offers in depth insights into the communication strategies of migrants the formation of collective consciousness and the relations
within the we domain constructed around contradictions regarding uzbek identity and how various groups relate to one another as different ethnic groups the theoretical argument of the book is built
through such methods and analytical tools as strategic rhetoric and discourse analysis communication and identity theories and the analysis of power and dependence the book will be of interest to
students and scholars of central asian studies migration studies and central asian culture and society

Identity, Migration, and the New Security Agenda in Europe 1993

this volume presents both an analysis of how identities are built represented and negotiated in narrative as well as a theoretical reflection on the links between narrative discourse and identity
construction the data for the book are mexican immigrants personal experience narratives and chronicles of their border crossings into the united states embracing a view of identity as a construct
firmly grounded in discourse and interaction the author examines and illustrates the multiple threads that connect the local expression and negotiation of identity to the wider social contexts that
frame the experience of migration from material conditions of life in the united states to mainstream discourses about race and color the analysis reveals how identities emerge in discourse through the
interplay of different levels of expression from implicit adherence to narrative styles and ways of telling to explicit negotiation of membership categories

Turkish Migration, Identity and Integration 2015-09-28

organized around the broad themes of women s labor community activity and identity as their organizing concept women gender and diasporic lives intersects these issues with the concerns of ethnicity
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class generation and masculinity the country specific case studies reveal women s intentionality and agency in labor in building community institutions and in negotiating and re defining their identities the
broad range of contributor backgrounds make this book a valuable resource for anyone interested in gender diaspora labor or modern greek studies

Migration and Identity in Central Asia 2015-11-19

this volume examines the socio cultural aspects of transnational mobility of the korean diaspora across the globe spanning countries such as japan the philippines germany the us and the uk the
contributors explore gendered migration social inclusion and exclusion in homeland and hostland embodied multiple subjectivities and belonging in historical and contemporary contexts migrants work and
family ethnic media consumption information and communication technology ict in transnational mobility ethnic return migration and marriage migration this work is a strong interdisciplinary and trans
regional study combining various disciplines such as sociology gender studies anthropology history theater studies media and communication studies and asian studies

Identity in Narrative 2003-10-27

this interdisciplinary collection of essays focuses on the ways in which movements of people across natural political and cultural boundaries shape identities that are inexorably linked to the
geographical space that individuals on the move cross inhabit and leave behind as conflicts over identities and space continue to erupt on a regular basis this book reads the relationship between
migration identity and space from a fresh and innovative perspective

Women, Gender, and Diasporic Lives 2009

this book examines transnational identities integration and linguistic practices on jersey one of the channel islands within the context of major historical events and migratory flows the author
considers the significance of the multicultural small island space ideologies regarding long standing as well as emergent identification practices and language use and conceptualizations of belonging
focusing in particular on the madeiran portuguese diaspora the juxtaposition of historical and contemporary migratory flows opens up a compelling discussion concerning the maintenance and use of
heritage languages in a multilingual environment allowing a rare comparison of the symbolic role as ethnic identifiers of jersey french standard french english and more contemporary migrant languages
such as portuguese the author analyses the role of language in social integration and the potential for consequent shifts in group allegiances as well as receptor community ideological and
legislative responses concluding with a hypothesised look at the future of migration to jersey this book advances research on migration transnational lives and language use in an era of globalization
and will be of particular interest to students and scholars in the fields of sociolinguistics multilingualism migration studies and intercultural communication

Membership, Migration, and Identity 1997

places burial traditions at the centre of saharan migrations and identity debate with new technical data and methodological analysis

Transnational Mobility and Identity in and out of Korea 2019-11-29

bringing the often neglected topic of migration to the forefront of ancient mesoamerican studies this volume uses an illuminating multidisciplinary approach to address the role of population movements in
mexico and central america from ad 500 to 1500 the tumultuous centuries before european contact clarifying what has to date been chiefly speculation researchers from the fields of archaeology
biological anthropology linguistics ethnohistory and art history delve deeply into the causes and impacts of prehistoric migration in the region they draw on evidence including records of the nahuatl
language murals painted at the cacaxtla polity ceramics in the style known as coyotlatelco skeletal samples from multiple sites and conquest era accounts of the origins of the chich�n itz� maya
from both native and spanish scribes the diverse datasets in this volume help reveal the choices and priorities of migrants during times of political economic and social changes that unmoored populations
from ancestral lands migrations in late mesoamerica shows how migration patterns are vitally important to study due to their connection to environmental and political disruption in both ancient
societies and today s world a volume in the series maya studies edited by diane z chase and arlen f chase

Mapping Migration, Identity, and Space 2018-07-14

an examination of representations of human migration in three centuries of northern european literature migration is a frequent topic of many debates nowadays whether it concerns refugees from war
torn areas or the economic pros and cons of the mobility of multinational corporations and their employees yet such migration has always been a part of the human experience and its dimensions with its
shifting nature manifestations and consequences were often greater than we can imagine today in this book ten scholars from czechia denmark the netherlands norway poland and sweden focus on how
migration has manifested itself in literature and culture through the nineteenth twentieth and early twenty first centuries in denmark norway sweden finland and iceland examining the theme of migration as
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it relates to questions of identity both national and individual the authors argue that migration almost always leads to a disturbance of identity and creates a potential for conflicts between
individuals and larger groups the book digs deep into such cases of disturbance disruption and hybridization of identity as they are represented in three centuries of literary works from the european north

Migration and Development 2011-06-03

diaspora or ethnic return migrants have often been privileged in terms of citizenship and material support when they seek to return to their ancestral land yet for many after long periods of absence
sometimes extending to generations acculturation to their new environment is as complex as that experienced by other immigrant groups indeed the mismatch between the idealized hopes of the returning
migrants and the high expectations for social integration by the new host country results in particular difficulties of adaptation for this group of immigrants often with high societal costs this
interdisciplinary comparative volume examines migration from german and jewish diasporas to germany and israel examining the roles of origin ethnicity and destination in the acculturation and adaptation
of immigrants the book presents results from various projects within a large research consortium that compared the adaptation of diaspora immigrants with that of other immigrant groups and natives
in israel and germany with close attention to specific issues relating to diaspora immigration including language acquisition acculturation strategies violence and breaches with the past educational
and occupational opportunities life course transitions and preparation for moving between countries the challenges of diaspora migration will appeal to scholars across the social sciences with
interests in migration and ethnicity diaspora and return migration

Identity, Language and Belonging on Jersey 2020-06-11

origins and migration are core elements in the histories identities and stories of tibeto burman speaking populations in the extended eastern himalayas these essays explore theories of explaining origins and
migration methods for studying them and expressions of them in local cultures

Burials, Migration and Identity in the Ancient Sahara and Beyond 2019-02-14

the migration conference 2017 hosted by harokopio university athens from 23 to 26 august the 5th conference in our series the 2017 conference was probably the largest scholarly gathering on
migration with a global scope human mobility border management integration and security diversity and minorities as well as spatial patterns identity and economic implications have dominated the public
agenda and gave an extra impetus for the study of movers and non movers over the last decade or so throughout the program of the migration conference you will find various key thematic areas are
covered in about 400 presentations by about 400 colleagues coming from all around the world from australia to canada china to mexico south africa to finland we are also proud to bring you
opportunities to meet with some of the leading scholars in the field our line of keynote speakers include saskia sassen oded stark giuseppe sciortino neli esipova and y�ksel pazarkaya

Migrations in Late Mesoamerica 2019-10-14

middle passages and the healing place of history migration and identity in black women s literature brings together a series of essays addressing black women s fragmented identities and quests for
wholeness the individual essays concern culturally specific experiences of blacks in select african countries england the caribbean the united states and canada they examine identity struggles by
establishing the middle passage as the first site of identity rupture and the subsequent break from cultural and historical moorings in most cases the authors themselves have migrated from their places
of origin to new spaces that present challenges their narratives replicate the displacement engendered by their own experiences of living with the complexities of diasporic existence their female characters
many of whom participate in multiple border crossings work to define themselves within a hostile environment in nearly every essay the female characters struggle against multiple yokes of oppression
giving voice to what it means to be black female poor old and alone the subjects migrations and journeys are analyzed as attempts to heal the displacement both physical and psychological that
results from dislocation and relocation from the homeland imagined variously as africa this volume reveals that black women across the globe share a common ground fraught with struggles but the
narratives bear out that these women are not easily divided and that they stand upon each other s shoulders dispensing healing balms black women s history and herstory commingle the trauma that
ensued when africans were loaded onto ships in chains continues to haunt black women and men too wherever they find themselves in this present moment of the diaspora

Migration and Identity in Nordic Literature 2022-04-19

Perspectives on Identity, Migration, and Displacement 2010
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The Challenges of Diaspora Migration 2014-05-28

Origins and Migrations in the Extended Eastern Himalayas 2012-02-03

The Migration Conference 2017 Programme and Abstracts Book 2017

Middle Passages and the Healing Place of History 2006
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